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Letter recognition is a special case of character recognition. The correct recognition
of character information and achieve automatic entry have more and more important
significance in the rapid development of information technology today. In the past
few decades, many scholars have applied a variety of classification algorithms to letter
recognition, including Bayesian classifier, BP neural network, support vector machine
and so on. Among them, SVM classification algorithm is more and more perfect. It can
overcome the difficulties of disaster and over-fitting in the field of character recognition.
However, the complexity of the support vector machine is directly affected by the size of
the sample, and it is more sensitive to the noise and the isolated points. Therefore, how
to effectively select the classical sample becomes the key to improve the classification
performance of the model.
Considering that the AP clustering algorithm has the following two advantages:
First, it does not need to specify the number of clusters in advance. Second, the
algorithm has a very low mean square error. Therefore, AP clustering algorithm can
solve the above problem. In this paper, we mainly study the improved AP-SVM
model. Firstly, we introduce the basic idea and main implementation algorithm of
support vector machine and AP clustering algorithm respectively. Then, we introduce
the main idea and algorithm of the improved AP-SVM model. In other words, the AP
clustering algorithm is used as a data preprocessing method. The clustering centers
are obtained by using the AP algorithm. Clustering centers and the edge distribution
points of each cluster are seen as typical samples to reconstruct the sample space,















study, by comparing the support vector machine model with the improved AP-SVM
model, it is proved that the classification accuracy of the latter is higher than that of
the former. At last, the optimal parameters of the improved model are obtained by
parameter tuning to effectively improve letter recognition accuracy.
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第𝑘(𝑘 = 1, 2)个总体的后验概率如下：



































支 持 向 量 机（Support Vector Machine，简 称SVM）模 型 是 由Corinna
Cortes和Vapnik及其实验室成员于1995年提出来的 [5]，是一个典型的二分类器，
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